A belief-propagation-based CDMA multiuser detection algorithm is developed using m e t h o d s and notions of statistical mechanics.
I. MULTIUSER DETECTION BY BP
We consider the following basic fully-synchronous K-user baseband CDMA channel model under perfect power control r p = S p k b k + aonp, where P E (1,2,. . . , N} and k E {1,2, . . . , IC} are indices of samples and users, respectively. bk E (-1,l) and S p k E {-I, 1) represent the information bit and spreading code. n , = l , , . . , N are independent normal Gaussian random numbers and ai is the variance of the channel noise. Since the Gaussian channel model P(r,lb)
pends on all of the information bits b k = l , z , ..., K , which is pictorially represented by a dense graph, multiuser detection by exactly performing belief propagation (BP) (1) is computationally difficult.
STATISTICAL MECHANICAL APPROACH
However, when spreading code s,,k is independently drawn from the unbiased distribution P(s,k = $1) = P(s,k = as mLk N mk - (1 -(mk)2) &Lk, which reduces the number of variables to be evaluate. Introducing these approximations into BP (l) 
